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clothes; and practises tai chi on the lawn. Once Zack Powers, big man on
campus, spots Cap, he can't wait to introduce him to the age-old tradition
at C-Average: the biggest nerd is nominated for class president—and
wins.
Unplugged Jan 10 2021 From the New York Times bestselling author of
The Unteachables, Gordon Korman, comes a hilarious middle grade novel
about a group of kids forced to “unplug” at a wellness camp—where they
instead find intrigue, adventure, and a whole lot of chaos. Perfect for
fans of Korman’s Ungifted and the Masterminds series, as well as Carl
Hiaasen’s eco mysteries. As the son of the world’s most famous tech
billionaire, spoiled Jett Baranov has always gotten what he wanted. So
when his father’s private jet drops him in the middle of the Arkansas

Schooled Jun 02 2020 Capricorn (Cap) Anderson has never watched
television. He's never tasted a pizza. Never heard of a wedgie. Since he
was little, his only experience has been living on a farm commune and
being home-schooled by his hippie grandmother, Rain. But when Rain
falls out of a tree while picking plums and has to stay in the hospital, Cap
is forced to move in with a guidance counselor and her cranky teen
daughter and attend the local middle school. While Cap knows a lot
about tie-dying and Zen Buddhism, no education could prepare him for
the politics of public school. Right from the beginning, Cap's weirdness
makes him a moving target at Claverage Middle School (dubbed CAverage by the students). He has long, ungroomed hair; wears hemp
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wilderness, at a place called the Oasis, Jett can’t believe it. He’s forced to
hand over his cell phone, eat grainy veggie patties, and participate in
wholesome activities with the other kids, who he has absolutely no
interest in hanging out with. As the weeks go on, Jett starts to get used
to the unplugged life and even bonds with the other kids over their
discovery of a baby-lizard-turned-pet, Needles. But he can’t help noticing
that the adults at the Oasis are acting really strange. Jett is determined
to get to the bottom of things, but can he convince everybody that he is
no longer just a spoiled brat who is making trouble?
No More Dead Dogs Jul 28 2022 Best-selling author Gordon Korman's
middle-grade favorite, now with a fresh look! Wallace Wallace won’t lie,
even if it means detention. And after he handed in a scorching book
report of the classic novel, Old Shep, My Pal, detention is just what he’s
been handed. He is sure he’s done nothing wrong: he hated every minute
of that book, especially when the dog dies in the end! Why do dogs
always die at the end? Wallace refuses to do a rewrite of his report, so
his English teacher, who happens to be directing the school play of Old
Shep, My Pal, forces him go to the rehearsals to teach him a lesson on
why the story is the way it is. Surrounded by theater kids who are
apprehensive of him, Wallace sets out to prove himself. But not by
changing his mind. Instead, he changes the play into a rock-and-roll
rendition, complete with Rollerblades and a moped!
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing Aug 17 2021 Peter thinks he has the
world's biggest problem – his naughty little brother, Fudge. Fudge
causes trouble wherever he goes and it's usually up to Peter to sort out
the mess. When Peter wins a tiny green turtle called Dribble, he's
determined to keep it away from his brother. But when Fudge does get
his hands on Dribble – disaster strikes! Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
is the first book in the hilariously funny Fudge series from the bestselling
author and household name Judy Blume, featuring cover art from picture
book star, Emily Gravett. The chaos continues in Otherwise Known as
Sheila the Great and Superfudge.
Don't Care High Aug 29 2022 "Don't Care High: It's more than a
nickname -- it's a concept." At Don Carey High School, school spirit is so
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non-existent that nobody even noticed when a highway on-ramp got built
over the football field. But new students Paul and Sheldon have a plan to
wake the school up -- and Don't Care High will never be the same. Totally
off-the-wall, but always good-natured, this hysterically funny book is not
to be missed.
A Whole New Ballgame Feb 29 2020 Rip and Red are best friends
whose fifth-grade year is nothing like what they expected. They have a
crazy new tattooed teacher named Mr. Acevedo, who doesn't believe in
tests or homework and who likes off-the-wall projects, the more "off" the
better. They also find themselves with a new basketball coach: Mr.
Acevedo! Easy-going Rip is knocked completely out of his comfort zone.
And for Red, who has autism and really needs things to be exactly a
certain way, the changes are even more of a struggle. But together these
two make a great duo who know how to help each other—and find ways
to make a difference—in the classroom and on the court. With its
energetic and authentic story and artwork, this is a fresh, fun book about
school, sports, and friendship. This title has Common Core connections.
Level 13 (A Slacker Novel) Sep 29 2022 From the bestselling author of
Swindle, Restart, and Slacker is another hilarious story about an
underachiever who learns to go above and beyond. Cameron Boxer, king
of the slackers, has found something worth his time. By playing video
games online in front of an audience he can find both fame AND fortune - especially with Elvis (a beaver who seems to love video games as much
as Cam) at his side.The only problem? Things keep getting in Cam's way.
Like school. And the club he accidentally started. And the misguided
people in his life who don't think beavers should be playing video
games.It's going to take some trickery, some close calls, and a fierce
devotion to slacking in order for Cam to get to his goal -- conquering the
game's infamous Level 13. But if any slacker can do it, Cam can.
Rule of the Bone Dec 09 2020 When we first meet him, Chappie is a
punked-out teenager living with his mother and abusive stepfather in an
upstate New York trailer park. During this time, he slips into drugs and
petty crime. Rejected by his parents, out of school and in trouble with the
police, he claims for himself a new identity as a permanent outsider; he
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gets a crossed-bones tattoo on his arm, and takes the name "Bone." He
finds dangerous refuge with a group of biker-thieves, and then hides in
the boarded-up summer house of a professor and his wife. He finally
settles in an abandoned schoolbus with Rose, a child he rescues from a
fast-talking pedophile. There Bone meets I-Man, an exiled Rastafarian,
and together they begin a second adventure that takes the reader from
Middle America to the ganja-growing mountains of Jamaica. It is an
amazing journey of self-discovery through a world of magic, violence,
betrayal and redemption.
The Hunger Games Oct 26 2019
This Can't be Happening at Macdonald Hall! Jun 26 2022 As they
seem to be at the bottom of every prank at Macdonald Hall, the
headmaster decides to separate roommates Bruno and Boots, but to little
avail.
The Wizzle War Jul 24 2019 Macdonald Hall is under attack. Where once
tradition and freedom of speech ruled the campus, now there is a dress
code (ties even), psychological tests for all students, and surprise dorm
inspections--all brought to Macdonald Hall in the name of progress by
Mr. Wizzle. Are the students of the Hall going to stand for it? Not on your
life... Mr. Wizzle doesn't stand a chance against the Committee. Wizzle
must go!
Son of the Mob Feb 20 2022 Vince Luca is just like any other high school
guy. His best friend, Alex, is trying to score vicariously through him; his
brother is a giant pain; and his father keeps bugging him to get
motivated. There is just one thing that really sets him apart for other
kids—his father happens to be the head of a powerful crime organization.
Needless to say, while Vince''s family''s connections can be handy for
certain things (like when teachers are afraid to give him a bad grade),
they can put a serious crimp in his dating life. How is he supposed to
explain to a girl what his father does for a living? But when Vince meets
a girl who finally seems to be worth the trouble, her family turns out to
be the biggest problem of all. Because her father is an FBI agent—the
one who wants to put his father away for good.
Ultimate Scoring Machine Apr 12 2021 At camp, Nick falls asleep with
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the magic jersey he brought with him, and finds himself in the body of
Jerry Rice, who is in Japan for an exhibition game, while Rice wakes up in
camp and gets sent on kitchen duty
Standardized Test Practice for 6th Grade Nov 07 2020 Grade-specific
exercises and practice tests to prepare students for various standardized
tests including the California Achievement Tests, the Iowa Tests of Basic
Skills, the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, the Stanford
Achievement Tests, the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, and the Texas
Assessment of Academic Skills.
Planet Name Game (Dr. Seuss/Cat in the Hat) Sep 05 2020 A Step 2
Step into Reading Science Reader based on an episode of the hit PBS
Kids TV show The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! Join the Cat in
the Hat as he takes Sally and Nick on an adventure into space to learn
the names of the eight planets in our solar system! Written in rhyme for
children who can read with help, this Step 2 book is a great way to
introduce beginning readers to basic concepts about space and to
support the Common Core State Standards. Step 2 Readers use basic
vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who
recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Whatshisface Oct 19 2021 When 12-year-old Cooper Vega moves for the
third time in five years, he receives a state-of-the-art smartphone to help
him stay in touch with old friends. He's had phones before, but this one is
buggy and unpredictable. When a boy named Roderick Northrop
communicates with him through the phone, Cooper realizes the phone
isn't buggy at all; the thing is haunted!
It's All in the Name Aug 24 2019 For use in schools and libraries only.
L'il Dobber knows what it is like to be teased and called names,
especially because of his large feet, so when the new kid in school is
made fun of because of his unusual name, L'il Dobber steps in to help
him out.
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to
Improve Communication, Trust and Collaboration May 14 2021 Make
workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent
studies show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their
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time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution
Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for groups of any size
that let you manage your business (instead of managing personalities).
Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers stepby-step directions and customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts
arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality clashes, and
other specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's
bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to:
Build trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues
And more Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe
environment for teams to explore several common forms of conflict—and
their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at
Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the
exercises in The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers
everything you need to make your workplace more efficient, effective,
and engaged.
How Angel Peterson Got His Name Jan 22 2022 WHEN YOU GROW up in
a small town in the north woods, you have to make your own excitement.
High spirits, idiocy, and showing off for the girls inspire Gary Paulsen
and his friends to attempt: • Shooting waterfalls in a barrel • The first
skateboarding • Breaking the world record for speed on skis by being
towed behind a souped-up car, and then . . . hitting gravel • Jumping
three barrels like motorcycle daredevil Evel Knievel, except they only
have bikes • Wrestling . . . a bear? Extreme sports lead to extreme fun in
new tales from Gary’s boyhood. A New York Times Bestseller
The 6th Grade Nickname Game Oct 31 2022 Eleven-year-old best friends
Jeff and Wiley, who like to give nicknames to their classmates, try to find
the right one for the new girl Cassandra, while adjusting to the football
coach who has become their new teacher.
Ender's Game Oct 07 2020 Orson Scott Card's Ender's Game is the
winner of the Nebula and Hugo Awards In order to develop a secure
defense against a hostile alien race's next attack, government agencies
breed child geniuses and train them as soldiers. A brilliant young boy,
Andrew "Ender" Wiggin lives with his kind but distant parents, his
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sadistic brother Peter, and the person he loves more than anyone else,
his sister Valentine. Peter and Valentine were candidates for the soldiertraining program but didn't make the cut—young Ender is the Wiggin
drafted to the orbiting Battle School for rigorous military training.
Ender's skills make him a leader in school and respected in the Battle
Room, where children play at mock battles in zero gravity. Yet growing
up in an artificial community of young soldiers Ender suffers greatly from
isolation, rivalry from his peers, pressure from the adult teachers, and an
unsettling fear of the alien invaders. His psychological battles include
loneliness, fear that he is becoming like the cruel brother he remembers,
and fanning the flames of devotion to his beloved sister. Is Ender the
general Earth needs? But Ender is not the only result of the genetic
experiments. The war with the Buggers has been raging for a hundred
years, and the quest for the perfect general has been underway for
almost as long. Ender's two older siblings are every bit as unusual as he
is, but in very different ways. Between the three of them lie the abilities
to remake a world. If, that is, the world survives. Ender's Game is the
winner of the 1985 Nebula Award for Best Novel and the 1986 Hugo
Award for Best Novel. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s
Game / Ender in Exile / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the
Mind Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon /
Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight Children of
the Fleet The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware /
Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston) The Swarm /The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts /First
Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Game On! Aug 05 2020 Two classic Gordon Korman titles in one -perfect for the sports fanatic! These two favourite novels come together
in one paperback edition: The Chicken Doesn't Skate What do a scientist,
a screenwriter, and a hockey team all have in common? A chicken! Milo's
trying to do a project on the food chain, where he charts the growth of a
baby chick, and plans to serve his specimen to the judges at the science
fair. Only, his classmates have other ideas for the chicken. They claim
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that the chick's a good-luck charm, a friend and even the hockey team's
new mascot! The Toilet Paper Tigers Corey Johnson never dreamed Little
League could be so humiliating. But that was before he joined the
Feather Soft Tigers. It's bad enough that the team uniforms have
pictures of toilet paper on them -- thanks to their sponsor. But with a
catcher who's afraid of the ball, a right fielder who falls asleep during
the games and a coach who knows zero about baseball, it looks like the
Tigers are going straight down the toilet!
The Chicken Doesn't Skate Jul 16 2021 Wild things happen at the
South Middle School when Milo's science project, Henrietta the chicken,
becomes the hockey team's mascot and their only chance for a winning
season.
Tripping Over the Lunch Lady Mar 12 2021 An anthology of ten
humorous short stories about life in school, written by well-known
authors of children's books.
Lemons Jun 22 2019 After her mother dies in 1975, ten-year-old
Lemonade must live with her grandfather in a small town famous for
Bigfoot sightings and soon becomes friends with Tobin, a quirky Bigfoot
investigator.
Slacker Mar 31 2020 Cameron Boxer is very happy to spend his life
avoiding homework, hanging out with his friends, and gaming for hours
in his basement. It's not too hard for him to get away with it . . . until he
gets so caught up in one game that he almost lets his house burn down
around him. Oops. It's time for some serious damage control--so
Cameron and his friends invent a fake school club that will make it seem
like they're doing good deeds instead of slacking off. The problem? Some
kids think the club is real--and Cameron is stuck being president. Soon
Cameron is part of a mission to save a beaver named Elvis from certain
extinction. Along the way, he makes some new friends--and some
powerful new enemies. The guy who never cared about anything is now
at the center of everything . . . and it's going to take all his slacker skills
to win this round.
Pop May 26 2022 Gordon Korman's acclaimed and timely YA novel
explores the dangerous side of high school contact sports. Marcus is new
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in town and is hoping to make the championship high school football
team, but it seems like a closed club, run by current star quarterback
Troy. One day, while tossing the ball around in a park one day, Marcus
meets Charlie, a man in his fifties who can play football like an old pro,
which is exactly what he happens to be — a former NFL player and local
celebrity. Charlie has boundless energy and coaches Marcus on his fear
of being tackled, but as Marcus becomes more involved in this friendship
with Charlie, it becomes painfully obvious to him, through the simplicity
of Charlie's thoughts, that the long-term effects of the violent plays he
suffered during his football glory days have taken their toll on Charlie.
With wit and sensitivity, Gordon Korman tackles truths about high school
sports, while delivering a poignant story about an unlikely friendship.
Introduction to Probability Jul 04 2020 Developed from celebrated
Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential
language and tools for understanding statistics, randomness, and
uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of applications and
examples, ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank
and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional
Cleo Edison Oliver, Playground Millionaire Nov 27 2019 Cleopatra
Edison Oliver has always been an entrepreneur, just like her inspiration,
successful businesswoman Fortune A. Davies. So when Cleo's fifth-grade
teacher assigns her class a "Passion Project," Cleo comes up with her
best business idea yet: the finest "tooth-pulling" company in town. With
the help of her best friend Caylee, a Nerf gun, her dad's tablet, and her
patented Persuasion Power, Cleo's Quick and Painless Tooth Removal
Service starts to take off. But even the best made plans, by the best
CEOs, go awry sometimes. A minor barfing incident during a toothpulling operation causes Cleo to lose customers. Caylee, initially
enthusiastic about the business, grows distant as Cleo neglects their
friendship in lieu of getting more customers. And when a mean classmate
makes fun of Cleo for being adopted, everything comes crashing down.
Will she be able to rescue her business, salvage her friendship with
Caylee, and discover that her true home has been here all along?
Lily and Dunkin May 02 2020 NAMED ONE OF THE BEST KIDS
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BOOKS OF THE YEAR by NPR • New York Public Library • JUNIOR
LIBRARY GUILD SELECTION • GOODREADS CHOICE AWARDS For
readers who enjoyed Wonder and Counting by 7's, award-winning author
Donna Gephart crafts a compelling story about two remarkable young
people: Lily, a transgender girl, and Dunkin, a boy dealing with bipolar
disorder. Their powerful journey, perfect for fans of Wonder, will shred
your heart, then stitch it back together with kindness, humor, bravery,
and love. Lily Jo McGrother, born Timothy McGrother, is a girl. But being
a girl is not so easy when you look like a boy. Especially when you’re in
the eighth grade. Dunkin Dorfman, birth name Norbert Dorfman, is
dealing with bipolar disorder and has just moved from the New Jersey
town he’s called home for the past thirteen years. This would be hard
enough, but the fact that he is also hiding from a painful secret makes it
even worse. One summer morning, Lily Jo McGrother meets Dunkin
Dorfman, and their lives forever change.
NFL Monday Night Football Club: Super Bowl Switch - Book #3
Jan 28 2020 When his last chance to try the magical jersey comes up,
Coleman finds himself transported into the body of Dan Marino and
playing in the Super Bowl, but back at Coleman's home, Marino--in
Coleman's body--panics and takes off the jersey. Original.
Planet of the Nose Pickers Nov 19 2021
On the Run #2: The Fugitive Factor Dec 29 2019 Aiden and Meg
Falconer are now celebrities ... for all the wrong reasons. It's much
harder to be on the run when the whole country's looking for you....
Aiden and Meg Falconer are out to find the evidence that will free their
parents from a life sentence in prison. But in order to do that, they have
to live undercover. Ever since they broke out of a juvenile detention
facility, they've been chased by the FBI ... and by a strange killer they've
nicknamed Hairless Joe. Now their story has hit the airwaves, and
suddenly everyone is looking for the Falconer kids. They think they can
hide with an old family friend ... but when she turns them in and Meg is
put in jail, the danger and adventure only increase.
Hideout (Swindle #5) Sep 17 2021 HIDEOUT: a place to escape
detection, especially when being chased by someone determined to have
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revenge. . . When Griffin Bing and his friends first met Luthor, he was a
vicious attack dog working for the slimy S. Wendell Palomino - also
known as Swindle. The kids rescued Luthor and never thought they'd see
Swindle again. But now Swindle's returned. And he wants his dog back.
Swindle has manipulated the law so that there's no way for Savannah
Drysdale to keep Luthor in her house. Before he can be taken away, they
decide to make him disappear - away from Swindle. Six kids. Three
hideouts. One extremely large dog. What could possibly go wrong?
Jake, Reinvented Apr 24 2022 There is a mysterious new student at
Fitzgerald High, Jake Garret. He seems to have it all figured out. He
looks like he just stepped off the cover of the J. Crew catalog, he is the
best kicker the football team has ever had, and best of all, he hosts the
party to go to every Friday night. All the guys want to be like him and all
the girls want to date him, but Jake only has eyes for Didi, the girlfriend
of alpha male and quarterback, Todd Buckley . As Jake's friend Rick gets
to know him, he at first admires him, then starts to like him, but soon
grows to fear for him as he learns Jake's dangerous secret. From beloved
young adult author Gordon Korman, comes a new look at age-old themes
about popularity, acceptance, and human nature.
Notorious Jun 14 2021 A funny, suspenseful mystery and unlikely
friendship story from New York Times bestselling author Gordon
Korman—perfect for fans of Swindle and Ungifted. Keenan has lived all
over the world but nowhere quite as strange as Centerlight Island, which
is split between the United States and Canada. The only thing weirder
than Centerlight itself is his neighbor Zarabeth, aka ZeeBee. ZeeBee is
obsessed with the island’s history as a Prohibition-era smuggling route.
She’s also convinced that her beloved dog, Barney, was
murdered—something Keenan finds pretty hard to believe. Just about
everyone on Centerlight is a suspect, because everyone hated Barney, a
huge dog—part mastiff, part rottweiler—notorious for terrorizing the
community. Accompanied by a mild-mannered new dog who is practically
Barney’s opposite, ZeeBee enlists Keenan’s help to solve the mystery. As
Keenan and ZeeBee start to unravel the clues, they uncover a shocking
conspiracy that dates back to Centerlight’s gangster past. The good news
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is that Keenan may have found the best friend he’s ever had. The bad
news is that the stakes are sky-high. And now someone is after them. . . .
Ready Player One Dec 21 2021 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
Now a major motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg. “Enchanting .
. . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure
leads expertly to the next, time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment
Weekly A world at stake. A quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready?
In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time Wade Watts
really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world
where most of humanity spends their days. When the eccentric creator of
the OASIS dies, he leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on
his obsession with the pop culture of decades past. Whoever is first to
solve them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself.
Then Wade cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill
to take this prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment
Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago Sun-Times •
iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry
Potter.”—HuffPost “An addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger
hunt, part romance, and all heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . .
Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of pop culture, as if to wink to
the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . . Cline
is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms into
prose that’s both hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic
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page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of fun and winds up feeling
like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too
distant from our own.”—iO9
Radio Fifth Grade Mar 24 2022 Mayhem breaks out in the fifth grade
when the Venice Menace bullies his classmates into letting him become a
regular guest on "Kidsview," the school's radio program.
Restart Sep 25 2019 The amazing New York Times bestseller about
what you can do when life gives you a second chance. Chase's memory
just went out the window. Chase doesn't remember falling off the roof.
He doesn't remember hitting his head. He doesn't, in fact, remember
anything. He wakes up in a hospital room and suddenly has to learn his
whole life all over again . . . starting with his own name. He knows he's
Chase. But who is Chase? When he gets back to school, he sees that
different kids have very different reactions to his return. Some kids treat
him like a hero. Some kids are clearly afraid of him. One girl in particular
is so angry with him that she pours her frozen yogurt on his head the
first chance she gets. Pretty soon, it's not only a question of who Chase is
-- it's a question of who he was . . . and who he's going to be. From the
#1 bestselling author of Swindle and Slacker, Restart is the spectacular
story of a kid with a messy past who has to figure out what it means to
get a clean start.
Why Did the Underwear Cross the Road? Feb 08 2021 When Justin
Zeckendorf is teamed up with two of the smartest girls in his fourth
grade class for a good deed contest, his zany ideas almost cost them
their chance to win.
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